
Territory: North America
Number of delegates present: 64

President: Fr. John Connor
Secretary: Fr. Michael Brisson

Date: 10-Oct-17

Question Final Proposal

1. Identity of the Movement No

2. General opinion on the mission of the 
Movement

No

3. Place of diocesan priests and seminarians in the 
Movement

No

4. Foundation and outlines of the spirituality No
5. Spiritual combat and apostolic generosity No
6. Time in the light of eternity No
7. Communion No
8. Characteristic virtues No
9. Patrons No

10. Conditions for effectiveness in evangelization No

11. Characteristic features of apostolic activity No
12. Leadership as a talent at the service of 
evangelization

No

13. Vocation work Yes
14. Parishes Yes
15. The life of a Regnum Christi lay member Yes

16. Incorporation and departure of lay members Yes

17. La promesa de disponibilidad. 
a. "Number 72 §1 is satisfactory." No
b. "Number 72 §2 is satisfactory." No
c. "Number 72 §3 is satisfactory." Yes
d. "Number 73 §1 is satisfactory." Yes
e. "Number 73 §2 is satisfactory." Yes

f. "Number 73 §3 is satisfactory." Yes

g. "Number 73 §4 is satisfactory." Yes
18. General opinion on the main principles that 
a. "The Legionaries, consecrated women, lay 
consecrated men and lay members have a 
common charism."

Yes

b. "The Legionaries, consecrated women, lay 
consecrated men and lay members form one 
Movement in which we share the same spirituality 
and mission."

Yes

c. "The mission is common not only because there 
is a common desire to bring the Kingdom of Christ 
to the hearts of people and society and to the 
fields of action; but also because there is a 
common way of acting, in which the various 
branches collaborate in an organized way under an 
apostolic authority recognized by all: the territorial 
director and the general director of Regnum 
Christi."

Yes

d. "As the International Convention of lay 
members proposed, the sections of lay members 
depend on the joint governing bodies, not on 
either the governing bodies of the Legion of Christ 
or the governing bodies of any of the three 
consecrated branches."

Yes

e. "Regnum Christi should be a juridical person in 
the Church."

Yes

f. "Members from all the branches should be able 
to participate in the governing bodies of Regnum 
Christi."

Yes

19. The consecrated branches in the Federation Yes

20. The branch of lay members in the Federation. I 
a. "Number 79 §1 is satisfactory." Yes

Observations
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b. "Number 79 §2 is satisfactory." Yes
c. "Number 79 §3 is satisfactory." Yes
21. Role of the major directors of the consecrated Yes
22. La actividad apostólica institucional. Estoy de acuerdo que:
a. "Number 44 §1 is satisfactory." Yes
b. "Number 44 §2 is satisfactory." Yes
c. "Number 44 §3 is satisfactory." Yes
23. Authorization of apostolic activities
a. "Number 45 §1 is satisfactory." No
b. "Number 45 §2 is satisfactory." Yes
c. "Number 45 §3 is satisfactory." Yes
d. "Number 45 §4 is satisfactory." Yes
e. "Number 45 §5 is satisfactory." Yes
24. Works of apostolate
a. "Number 47 §1 is satisfactory." Yes
b. "Number 47 §2 is satisfactory." Yes
c. "Number 47 §3 is satisfactory." Yes
25. The apostolic activity of the Federation and the consecrated branches
a. "Number 81 §1 is satisfactory." Yes
b. "Number 81 §2 is satisfactory." Yes
c. "Number 82 §1 is satisfactory." Yes
d. "Number 82 §2 is satisfactory." Yes
e. "Number 82 §3 is satisfactory." Yes
f. "Number 82 §4 is satisfactory." Yes
26. Appointments and mission assignments Yes
27. Solidaridity between consecrated branches 
and the Federation

Yes

28. Remuneration of consecrated members Yes

29. Allocating the direction of works of apostolate, 
once the General Statutes are approved

Yes

30. Creation of new branches Yes

31. Separation of a branch from the Federation

a. "Number 88 §1 is satisfactory." Yes
b. "Number 88 §2 is satisfactory." Yes

32. Personal authority, moderated by committee

a. "Number 100 §1 is satisfactory." Yes
b. "Number 100 §2 is satisfactory." Yes
33. General conventions Yes
34. Participants in the general convention
a. "Number 109 §1 is satisfactory." Yes
b. "Number 109 §2 is satisfactory." Yes
c. "Number 109 §3 is satisfactory." Yes

 35. The general director.   a. What should the Statutes say about the figure of the general director?
     i. “The Regnum Christi general director is ex 
officio the general director of the Legion of Christ.”
       ii. “The Regnum Christi general director is ex 
officio the general director of the most numerous 
consecrated branch.”
       iii. “The Regnum Christi general director is one 
of the three general moderators of the 
consecrated branches, elected by the general 
convention.”
        iv. “The Regnum Christi general director is a 
Legionary of Christ, elected by the general 
convention.”
         v. “The Regnum Christi general director is a 
consecrated member, elected by the general 
convention.”
          vi. “The Regnum Christi general director is a 
member of any branch, elected by the general 
convention.”
35b. "The proposal mentioned in number 121 is 
satisfactory."

Yes

36. Mission and priorities of the general director Yes
37. Functions of the general director Yes
38. The general plenary meeting Yes
39. Composition of the general committee No
40. The general vice-director Yes
41. The general administrator and the territorial No
42. The general secretary and the territorial Yes
43. The territorial director
           i. “The Regnum Christi territorial director is a 
Regnum Christi member, appointed by the general 
          ii. “The Regnum Christi territorial director is 
ex officio the territorial director of the Legion of 
Christ.”
          iii. “The Regnum Christi territorial director is 
ex officio the territorial director of the most 
numerous consecrated branch in that territory.”
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        iv. “The Regnum Christi general 
director is a Legionary of Christ, elected 

by the general convention.”
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          iv. “The Regnum Christi territorial director is 
one of the three territorial moderators of the 
consecrated branches, appointed by the Regnum 
Christi general director, with the consent of the 
general committee.”
          v. “The Regnum Christi territorial director is a 
Legionary of Christ, appointed by the Regnum 
Christi general director, with the consent of the 
          vi. “The Regnum Christi territorial director is 
a consecrated member, appointed by the Regnum 
Christi general director, with the consent of the 
general committee.”

44. Mission and priorities of the territorial director Yes

45. Lay members serving in governing bodies No

46. Composition of the territorial committee Yes

47. Responsibility of the directors
a. "Number 171 §2 is satisfactory." Yes

b. "Number 171 §3 is satisfactory." Yes

c. "Number 171 §4 is satisfactory." Yes

48. Acceptance of the proposal for a Federation Yes

P.R.C. A.G.D.

Voted with the understanding that the number relates to individual members, not all members 
in a section

0
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29

As currently drafted, this number reduces the pool of qualified members to fill the stipulated 
roles. As well, it mixes types of roles that could follow different criteria (e.g. TD vs committee 

members). We think that a committee member or local director can be employed if a good 
conflict of interest policy addressed the valid concerns. We think that a TD who is a lay person 

should receive a salary. They could renounce it if they choose. In general, leave greater flexibility 
to the territorial and local level to figure out

Voted using Spanish version interpretation (proportional versus adequate)

0

Undefined



Territory: North America
Número de participantes presentes: 

Number of delegates present: 64
President: Fr. John Connor
Secretary: Fr. Michael Brisson

Date: 10-Oct-17
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3. Place of diocesan priests and seminarians 
in the Movement
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5. Spiritual combat and apostolic generosity 1

6. Time in the light of eternity 1

1
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2

3

1

2
3

1

Add St. John Paul II as a patron of the Movement

Enrich 16 with concepts from the LC Constitution 14.3 and Consecrated women statutes, 13.3,e.g. " They should respect in a spirit of faith the 
bishops as successors of the Apostles, collaborate with them, and live in fraternal communion with them "

Statute 4 - Remove the list and substitute Especially aimed at the profound transformation in Christ of individuals, families and culture.

Add the concept of apostolic action to #2

#3 Mention RC as an organized body working together (collaboration/communion) in the mission rather than inspiring individual work

Eliminate social justice, and add in works of charity according to social doctrine of the church

Reintroduce the concept of a movement of apostolate 

#34 Social commitment needs to be expanded beyond serving the poor and needy and broadened to the Movement as a whole, not individual 
members that need to do this

3. Propose possibility that they can be full members. 

Add concept of growth in holiness/sanctification more explicitly in #2
Add the concept to 3  To inspire, form and launch apostles who change culture and build up the Church
For #3, draw from the first sentence of #4 of LC constitutions (in reference to the mystery of Christ that is being revealed) and the first sentence of 
 Statute #5 of CRC with subparagraph 3. 
#2 - rework the second sentence so that it includes all the branches

Reference the celebration of the Feast Day of Christ the King 

Indicate that the Movement patrons are the same as indicated in CLC #7 and SCRC #14 (note that if this number is approved some of the 
subsequent proposals are obsolete)

add a virtue of zeal for souls/apostolic zeal

add to #25 - include the concept of fraternal correction

#28 - subscript 1 - expand the concept of chastity to include the whole person, not just intimacy of heart

#22.2 Replace "rejecting  competitiveness" with "rejecting rivalries"

Article 2 on communion: add the concepts of: communion rooted in the common experience of the personal relationship with Christ / relationship 
of Christ with his apostles / Experience of the first Christians ("see how they loved one another")
Article 2 on communion: include the concepts of: communion expressed through esprit de corps / family spirit / a sense of belonging (often fostered 
by Movement members' exposure to the larger family of the Movement)
Article 2 on communion:   The energy of the charism flows from spirituality through communion to mission
#21 - Concept of developing and sharing the charism is missing (not only safeguarding)
#22 Add the concept of communion being lived not only in the movement, but also with regards to the Church at large / within the Mystical Body of 
Christ

In order to make this number less generic and more reflective of our charism, we should include some of our traditional concepts, for example: the 
brevity of life, sense of joyful urgency, life is a given to me for a mission, being moved by love of the kingdom to use my time well, what I do now on 
earth has eternal value, only one life to live...

Add in a separate number to develop "love for all people" in relation with theme of zeal for the eternal salvation of souls.
#14 - add to this number the concept of experience of Christ in the sacrament of reconciliation
14. add to this number an expression of the two-fold relationship of Christ the friend (the experience of the intimacy of his heart) and Christ the King 
(the experience of giving my life over to him)
15. Enrich this number with the final sentence from Lumen Gentium 65, as in the LC Constitution #15: (inspired by maternal love in cooperating for 
the redemption of mankind)

#15 Since feelings can't be mandated, this number should be reworked to reflect that

Adjust this entire section in order to be more consistent with the format and statements expressed in the constitutions of the LC Chapter 2 and CRC 
statutes - working toward a common core
Christ-centeredness is the foundation of our spirituality. #12 & #14 can be combined as the foundation of the spirituality. (Matches LC & CRC 
statutes)
Add concept of the "Sacred Heart" in #12, perhaps following how LC Constitutions #9 does so
12. Clarify in this number that the foundation of our spirituality is the call, the encounter, and the free response to Christ (Christ-centeredness) (Not 
captured by "contemplation")

Proposed Change Observations

Add the concept of "the personal sanctification of its members" to 1.1
Use the elements of the original definition but replace the word militant with the concept of militia Christi 

Thy Kingdom Come!

FINAL MINUTES - Joint Territorial Assembly

Signature of the President of the Territorial Assembly:

Signature of the Secretary of the Territorial Assembly:

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE STATEMENTS IN THE DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR THE JOINT TERRITORIAL ASSEMBLY

1. Identity of the Movement

Add the term militia christi 
Need ardor and passion expressed in this number and the concept of furthering the establishing of Kingdom of Christ in individual hearts and in 
society. 
Give greater emphasis on "communal" call to be apostles v. merely individual. Community dimension is so essential to mention v functional sense of 
collaborator.
Use more active language to capture the passion and dynamism of the charism

"Bearing witness" and "collaborating" do not adequately describe our passionate drive to build up Christ's Kingdom and transform the world

1.1. Propose that the subtitle "identity of Movement" be changed to "Nature" of the Movement in keeping with the constitutions and Statutes of 
the three other branches. 
Add to #2 focus on the personal encounter with Christ and evangelizing work. 
Add the concept of the personal experience of  love of Christ as the catalyst of the mission

2. General opinion on the mission of the 
Movement

4. Foundation and outlines of the spirituality

7. Communion

8. Characteristic virtues

9. Patrons

10. Conditions for effectiveness in 

#17 Enrich 17.1 to include in the description of contemplation the sacramental/Eucharistic discovery of Christ's presence and in prayer

#17 - include in subscript 2 (the evangelizing part) a stronger expression of the concept of ardently evangelizing
17.2 instead of using "missionary disciple", preserve our traditional terminology of "apostle" because it has a basis in our patrimony and is a 
charismatic expression of our identity

Rewrite this number following the content and tone of the Consecrated women's Communique D, numbers 26 and 27 
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13. Vocation work 1
14. Parishes 1

15. The life of a Regnum Christi lay member 1

16. Incorporation and departure of lay 
members

1

1

2
3

4

b. "Number 72 §2 is satisfactory." 1
c. "Number 72 §3 is satisfactory." 1
e. "Number 73 §2 is satisfactory." 1
f. "Number 73 §3 is satisfactory." 1
g. "Number 73 §4 is satisfactory." 1

a. "The Legionaries, consecrated women, lay 
consecrated men and lay members have a 
common charism."

1

b. "The Legionaries, consecrated women, lay 
consecrated men and lay members form one 
Movement in which we share the same 
spirituality and mission."

1

c. "The mission is common not only because 
there is a common desire to bring the 
Kingdom of Christ to the hearts of people and 
society and to the fields of action; but also 
because there is a common way of acting, in 
which the various branches collaborate in an 
organized way under an apostolic authority 
recognized by all: the territorial director and 
the general director of Regnum Christi."

1

d. "As the International Convention of lay 
members proposed, the sections of lay 
members depend on the joint governing 
bodies, not on either the governing bodies of 
the Legion of Christ or the governing bodies 
of any of the three consecrated branches."

1

e. "Regnum Christi should be a juridical 
person in the Church."

1

f. "Members from all the branches should be 
able to participate in the governing bodies of 
Regnum Christi."

1

19. The consecrated branches in the 
Federation

1

a. "Number 79 §1 is satisfactory." 1
b. "Number 79 §2 is satisfactory." 1
c. "Number 79 §3 is satisfactory." 1
21. Role of the major directors of the 
consecrated branches in the Federation

1

a. "Number 44 §1 is satisfactory." 1
b. "Number 44 §2 is satisfactory." 1
c. "Number 44 §3 is satisfactory." 1

1

2

b. "Number 45 §2 is satisfactory." 1
c. "Number 45 §3 is satisfactory." 1
d. "Number 45 §4 is satisfactory." 1
e. "Number 45 §5 is satisfactory." 1

#36: Include the concept of joy when describing personal witness

17. La promesa de disponibilidad. 

18. General opinion on the main principles that guided the way the draft Statutes are structure. I agree with the following statements:

20. The branch of lay members in the Federation. I agree with the following statements:

22. La actividad apostólica institucional. Estoy de acuerdo que:

23. Authorization of apostolic activities

24. Works of apostolate

#42 - Include the source of our apostolic zeal "Caritas Christi urget nos" 

In this number we propose to add the following concept: Lay members experience a call to RC in different ways. A commission of lay members is 
being formed to develop this concept for further statute revisions and secondary documents

#38: include the concept of intentionally inviting and leading people to the fullness of their vocation (which can include an invitation to the 
Movement)

#42 - Add concept of not only involving others but engaging them in the mission

add a number that specifies our apostolic activity seeking the greatest scope and depth in its reach

rewrite the numbers so the numbers are more clearly stated.  They should be named and explained, e.g. CRC 5 & 6

#39 Add the phrase of the CLC #4 - In the mission of forming apostles, Christian leaders at the service of the Church
#39.3 - in this paragraph, we should add a clearer expression of the concept that in our apostolic work we go to the periphery of those with 
influence, addressing their spiritual poverty and true identity as children of God.

#34. In order to avoid confusing basic Christian charity with Catholic Social Doctrine, we propose to separate the 2 main ideas of this number into 
two separate numbers (or two separate paragraphs): a) Commitment to the poor; and b) commitment to knowing and implementing Catholic Social 
Doctrine.

45 paragraph 1 : Remove this number and change it to what is said in the next paragraphs (i.e. local director needs consent of the committee to 
open and close institutional apostolic activities)
n.45.1 Remove "does not involve civil liability"; whatever we do in the United States involves civil liability. Therefore the local committee should 
have the authority to authorize a local apostolic activity which does have civil liability

Propose to add in the concept of: "experience" a call from God instead of "feel"

Replace 72.1 with the definition on page 50 without the word 2nd degree: "Some lay members experience a personal call from God to make the life 
and apostolic mission of Regnum Christi the axis of their life and to serve God with their entire person through the charism of the movement. They 
make the life and apostolic mission of Regnum Christi the guiding criteria for organizing their time and goods after having fulfilled the duties of their 
state in life."

We propose adding to this number the concept of: "according to its rules (or proper law)".

Replace the concept of availability with that of "dedication" 

nn. 37 & 38: include the concepts of meeting people where they are at, fostering relationships, graduality, & follow-up
#38 - Provide scriptural and papal magisterium foundation for accompaniment (i.e. evangelism gaudium)

a. "Number 45 §1 is satisfactory."

a. "Number 72 §1 is satisfactory."

10. Conditions for effectiveness in 
evangelization

11. Characteristic features of apostolic 
activity

12. Leadership as a talent at the service of 
evangelization



a. "Number 47 §1 is satisfactory." 1
b. "Number 47 §2 is satisfactory." 1
c. "Number 47 §3 is satisfactory." 1

a. "Number 81 §1 is satisfactory." 1
b. "Number 81 §2 is satisfactory." 1
c. "Number 82 §1 is satisfactory." 1
d. "Number 82 §2 is satisfactory." 1
e. "Number 82 §3 is satisfactory." 1
f. "Number 82 §4 is satisfactory." 1

26. Appointments and mission assignments 1

27. Solidaridity between consecrated 
branches and the Federation

1

28. Remuneration of consecrated members 1

29. Allocating the direction of works of 
apostolate, once the General Statutes are 
approved

1

30. Creation of new branches 1

a. "Number 88 §1 is satisfactory." 1
b. "Number 88 §2 is satisfactory." 1

a. "Number 100 §1 is satisfactory." 1
b. "Number 100 §2 is satisfactory." 1
33. General conventions 1

a. "Number 109 §1 is satisfactory." 1
b. "Number 109 §2 is satisfactory." 1
c. "Number 109 §3 is satisfactory." 1
35b. "The proposal mentioned in number 121 
is satisfactory."

1

36. Mission and priorities of the general 
director

1

37. Functions of the general director 1
38. The general plenary meeting 1

39. Composition of the general committee 1

40. The general vice-director 1

1

2

3

42. The general secretary and the territorial 
secretary

1

44. Mission and priorities of the territorial 
director

1

45. Lay members serving in governing bodies 1

46. Composition of the territorial committee 1

a. "Number 171 §2 is satisfactory." 1
b. "Number 171 §3 is satisfactory." 1
c. "Number 171 §4 is satisfactory." 1
48. Acceptance of the proposal for a 
Federation

1

Number
Discussion Guide 

Number Statute
1 1 Change title of the first part to "Nature" rather than "Identity"
2 Ensure model of locality is properly reflected throughout the entire document (#79.3; 44.2; 85; etc.)

3

4 142
5 35B 79

6 1

7 8 26
8

9

10
11
12

13
14

Despite changes in contemporay expressions, we want to preserve our traditional language when appropiate.  Publish a glossary which explains our 
terminology, eg esprit de corps 
Be sure the statutes have a complementary document which explains the changes and the process

In Statute #126 paragraph 4, remove the stipulation that committee members from Consecrated Branches must be members of their general 
councilors

25. The apostolic activity of the Federation and the consecrated branches

31. Separation of a branch from the Federation

Add a paragraph to Statute 79 or 142 to specify a structural organ at the territorial level to attend to the needs of the lay members and provide the 
consultations required by Statute #79 paragraph 2
Include profile for the General Director in line with that of the Territorial Director given in #139 and140. 

Add the concept of the source of "militia Christi" in the RC Movement: the drive that characterises RC members, in spirituality and in communion 
and in mission, derives from the aspect of Christ's love to which we respond when we are called.  There are many aspects of Christ's love: filial, 
merciful, compassionate, etc.  This particular aspect is the love of  Christ that impels us: "Caritas Christi urget nos".

32. Personal authority, moderated by committee

34. Participants in the general convention

47. Responsibility of the directors

133.3 and 146.3 - Add any member of Regnum Christi

133.3 and 146.3 if a lay member then they should be adequately remunerated

133.3 and 146.3 at least 7 years of incorporation into the movement

41. The general administrator and the 
territorial administrator

Implicit in these numbers is the law of graduality as we grow into a mature Federation as it applies to both persons and structures. We propose 
making this explicit
Consider the order/structure and logic of the statutes *Article 2 of Chapter 4 - puts everything at the same level - the How (prayer/sacrifice, witness, personal and 
communal apostolic action) is one level - the essential features/methadological principles are a different level 

Include our active work, pro-active spirit and determined striving to accomplish the missions (God's plan).  It is currently missing

Observations

26. In the number on the Holy Spirit... add concept of importance of "confirmation" for our maturity, being apostles, living in the Church, the 
energetic source of our charism. Make the sacramental connection between confirmation and baptism
The document has a tone of apologizing in the light of our history. It would be helpful if it is more firm and direct.

Use more active language which includes our collaboration with God's grace.

Proposed New Number: The Core of the Charism - The Charism of Regnum Christi is to make present the mystery of Christ’s relationship with his 
apostles, as he calls people, gathers them into a communion, forms them as apostles, sends them out and accompanies them as they build up his 
Kingdom in hearts, families and society.
Notes: Vita Consecrata 36    [I]n every charism there predominates "a profound desire to be conformed to Christ to give witness to some aspect of 
his mystery."

GENERAL PROPOSALS REGARDING THE DRAFT GENERAL STATUTES OF REGNUM CHRISTI



15 40 131
16

17 35 121

18 43 140
19 43 140

Number
Discussion Guide 

Number Statute

1 1

2 2

3 2
4 3 10
5 4 14

6 4 14

7 4 17

8 4
9 5 5

10 5 18

11 5 18
12 6 19
13 6 19
14 7 21
15 7 22
16 7 23
17 8 25
18 8 25
19 8 25
20 8 25
21 8 27
22 8 29
23 9 30
24 10 33
25 10 33
26 10 34
27 10 34
28 10
29 11 36
30 11 37
31 11 37
32 11 38
33 11 40
34 11 40
35 11 41
36 11 42
37 11

38 11
39 12 39
40 12 39

41 12 39
42 12 39
43 13 48
44 13 48
45 13 48

46 13 48
47 13 48

Types of apostolates is too broad; the number is passive; we should be actively collaborating; social justice isn't what we are about, we should speak 
about charity, n. 3 should follow CLC n. 4
The RC diocesan priests should be included in the dicussion and should be part of the renewal; doesn't seem to include the deacon
#14 - Change the title to Christ-centeredness

Wish it would include our love for Christ is also personal, passionate and faithful in #14;  our call is  founded in responding to the call of Christ;

#23 - find a new place for the general concept of formation in Regnum Christi.  It doesn't fit well under communion
#25.3 Expression is inadequate - (tightened up/clarify meaning of sins against truth cf. CCC)
25.3. gentleness of understanding missing. Remove apologizing. Translation of escupa to mean gentleness of judgement. 
Review 88-94 of the old manual (green one) on Charity

This number has a tone of "mandating". We would suggest that it be more "encouraged to"

Chapter 4, Article 2 - rewrite the numbers so the numbers are more clearly stated.  They should be named and explained, e.g. CRC 5 & 6
#39 Change the first sentence to state "sent out as apostles by him" instead of saying "be apostles like him" 
Clarify point 39.4 as in our small group we had 5 different interpretations of what this was supposed to mean
Is translation ok? The influence of environment in consecrated women's statutes reads better. Excise explanation in 3. Explain why we evangelize 
people. Bringing joy of the gospel everywhere I go. 
Paragraph #39.4  needs to be better explained
48 Rewrite the number with more positive language
48.3 - write in more postive manner
Add the concept of a vocation to the universal church

Ensure number adequately reflects the "inspiration" through the living of the vocation and the specific "invitation" as parts of vocational work

36. This witness involves a lot more. Life of piety, moral law, etc. Take out the specifications. 
#37 - Inadequate - needs to be expounded upon
37. Could be misconstrued. Rework
Rework 38
#40 - Change title to reflect concept of team (i.e. "Personal and Team Action")
40. say something more professional? Define spiritual accompaniment. 
Translation of Dependence on ecclesial authority? Obedience on authority...
#42 Change title (from apostolic zeal to apostolic initiative)
Chapter 4, Article 2 - Change the title to "Essential Features of apostolic activity"

Would be good to include in #25 - charity is the heart of the spirituality
Authenticity rather than sincerity
Persons of character and agents of communion for points 29 could improve the point
We suggest offering an explanation of the patrons chosen in secondary documents
33 Change the title to something such as adapting to time, place and circumstances 
Different language (Inculturation) than we have used in the past. Apostles not mentioned.  Inculturation is a new term. 
Catholic social doctrine is not the same as christian charity. Go deep in Catholic social teaching. Should be 2 different numbers
Rewrite this number to capture the meaning Viviana provided on the intent of this point 
Change the title for the Article (e.g. Principles of Apostolic Action)

Observations 

Describe the role of the general vice-director in the Statutes
Fr. Owen Kearns be added to the commission that redacts the Statutes
Ordinarily the General Director of the Federation should not be a General Moderator, so that the members of the Federation and that branch may 
receive adequate attention and to avoid possible conflict of interest
Ordinarily the Territorial Director of the Federation should not be a Territorial Moderator, so that the members of the Federation and that branch 
may receive adaquate attention and to avoid possible conflict of interest
140.2  - Add the concept of two more traits - humility and capacity to listen

GROUP OBSERVATIONS (NOT SEEN IN PLENARY) 

5.1 We prefer the spanish word in "embrace a divine vocation" instead of "live a divine vocation"

2-4 It would be nice if it were written with more inspiration. Lack of personal experience of Christ. Prayer missing. Conscientious living of Grace. 
Apostolic action. Consiousness of baptismal promise.

Group wants to make some changes in the language; apostles is enough to reflect both apostle and discipleship (expressed in formation), also 
collaborate with Christ in building the Kingdom of Christ.

22.4. add governance. Concept that we are stronger working together than working seperately.

Does not cover the charasmatic apostolic dynamism
The concept is impoverished.  It needs to be enriched.  A person grows in his/her relationship with Christ and through his/her growth brings others 
to Christ.  Should include and explanation of militia Christi as the nucleus of the charism.  Christ wants us to win souls for him.  It is a style of living, 
of approaching the world and engaging in the apostolate
Should be simpler.  Take out the last sentence and include urgency as well as one chance to live this life
Time as a gift does not capture one life to live. Reintroduce one life to live
21(1). Maybe move term all members. Espirit de corps is not present. Internationality is missing. Is unity as strong as it should be?

17.2 Preserve our traditional terminology of "apostle" because it has a basis in our patrimony and is a charismatic expression of our identity
Should speak about the new man; our ideal is Christ; our love for Christ moves us to love and expand the Kingdom; evangelizing needs stronger 
language; missing reference to the Sacred Heart of Jesus



48 14 49
49 14 49

50 14 49
51 14 49
52 14 49
53 14 49
54 14 49

55 15 51
56 15 52

57 15 55
58 15 55
59 15 55
60 15 59
61 15 59
62 15 60
63 15 60
64 15 63
65 16 68
66 16 68

67 16 68
68 16 69
69 16 69
70 16 71

71 16 71
72 17 72
73 17 72

74 17 72
75 17 73
76 17 73

77 17 73
78 17 73
79 17 73
80 17 73

81 17 73
82 17 72 - 72
83 17 72 - 73
84 19 78

85 20 79
86 21 80
87 21 80
88 21
89 22 44
90 22 44
91 22 44
92 22 44
93 23 45
94 23 45

95 23 45
96 23 45
97 23 45
98 23 45
99 24 47

100 25 81
101 25 81
102 26 83

103 27 84
104 27 84
105 31 88
106 32 100

107 33 106
108 33 106

109 34 109
110 34 109

111 35 121

112 35 121
113 35 122
114 36 122

109.2 and 109.3 If true, these responsibilities need to be listed in #108

121 - if the Legion of Christ GD is not going to be ex oficio - we need to make a number on requirements and skills needed to be the GD

Since the number proposes an ad experimentum situation, we should go ahead and try it out right away and let the people involved learn to govern
122 - English translation is inaccurate
122.2.2 - "at the service of the Church's mission of evangelization"

81.2 Translation note on "above all" appearing twice
Add the concept that their is adequate and mandatory training, and accompaniment for roles assigned
#84 - Here or somewhere in the document (perhaps 123.6)/secondary document address the priorities for solidarity between the branches (i.e. 
serving the local needs of other branches or the needs of the branch on the territorial/general level)
subsript 2 - more flexibility to give the power to the branches - it is worded as "must" - define surplus
88.2 Include language of a proper investigation/discussion
100.1 This decision should have ongoing reflection and consideration from the charismatic point of view.
106 - Please find a different translation for the English term - convention has been used to translate cursillo and it will create a lot of confusion - such 
as conclave, conference, convocation, cabinet, session etc
Term convention causes confusion with formative events, keep consistent with assembly for governing bodies
109.2 - this "greater than" is essential because while preserving historical memory, it is essential to have fresh perspective to avoid institutional 
stagnance

44.1 Need to clarify concept of personal responsibility (singular or can it be a group -i.e. Teleton
45.1 - it is not clear what things and when there needs to be approval of the Territorial Director
45.1 Clarify what happens if the apostolic activity "does" involve civil liability nor goods of the Federation.
45.1 Remove "does not involve civil liability"; whatever we do in the United States involves civil liabilty; the local committee should have authority 
to authorize a local apostolic activity which does have civil liability
45.2 Add in "after consulting the local director/s that will be implied"
45.5 Reference opening or closing an apostolic activity as do the rest fo the paragraphs
45.5 This also implies resources
47.2 Clarify what we mean by promoter?

81.2 - Include the priority of the good of the souls (people who will be effected) entrusted to us as the guidelines for decision making process

Change the promise to a promise of Dedication
78.1 Consider removing "autonomous" 

79.3 Ensure that the concept of stewardship and formation of members in this regard is properly developed in secondary documents.
80.3 Please make clear that the consecrated moderators are not the one who need to "submit" to Federation Directors
80.6 clarify when the mission is directed by the federation
Consider title of moderators for federation and directors for branches
44. "according to one's state in life" clarify
44. Clarify institutional activity in relationship to RC parishes and diocese  
44.1 Clarity that personal apostolates are not works of Regnum Christi

The 4 delegates from the Territorial Assembly are tasked to gather input so as to formulate a proposal for the general assembly about the proper 
expression of the experience "2nd" degree so it can be included in the finalized RC statutes or secondary documents.
73.1 Change the word availability to surrender or self dedication
73.1 Include local director or TD if possible in this
73.2:  At the end, add "after discernment with the spiritual director. 
73.3 - Add: Members who are called to make the promise of availability must have available to them a set of prayer norms contained in the 
secondary documents for the second degree. 
73.3 The English needs to relfect that the promise for life needs can happen only after 5 years.
73.4 Add the concept of adequate discernment before promise is made
In 72 - 73, work on the translation, and add in the concept of "deeper commitment to Chirst in the movement
Strongly recommend that "availability" has too much history and that another word capturing self-dedication should be substituted to something 
similar to "a deeper surrender to Christ through self-dedication to Regnum Christi.
propose to work on the translation and add in the concept of: "deeper commitment to Christ in the movement"

#68 - Consider clarifying legitimate authority rather than section director
68.2 Add some flexibility to the recommendation - it doesn't necessarily have to be the team leader, considering the reality of high school kids that 
Make sure in secondary documents that all branches (LCs/CWs/lay) are free to invite someone to the lay branch and to be involved in the 
discernment process. All branches must be in communication with the section director but there needs to be trust that LCs and CWs can invite and 
accompany people even in the "discernment series". 
#69 - Clarity of discernment process: to speak with spiritual director/section director
Add in 69.1 that the discernment to leave should involve their spiritual director
#71 - Consider reframing more pastorally
Dialogue followed by a formal admonishment in writing. The letter should not be a surprise to the member, but rather documentation of the facts, 
both for the member and the movement.  In regards to the incorporation process there is concern about members being incorporated in an 
apostolic setting, for instance a mission, without proper preparation. Their perserverance would be difficult.
Clarify what happens when there is no section director
emphasize dedication

52. emphasis on eucharist
Express better in this section that every RC activity (personal prayer, encounter, apostolate) can be formative if the member has the right attitude of 
personal responsibility for growth. Be careful to not reduce it to one box (intellectual, formation, for example)
In #55, add the concept of integral formation - it is our style of formation and needs to be clearly stated in the area of lay people
Integral Formation is better placed in 55 (under formation) rather than in 23  (under communion). 
ECYD belongs to more than the just the lay section -- should this be with #9
ECYD is the repsonbility of all, should somehow be mentioned in statute
It would be better to define accompaniment in 60 rather than in 38.
Proposed title for Article 4 as "Accompaniment" and #60 "Personal Accompaniment". 
We suggest removing #63 paragraph 3 as its already defined in #92 paragraph 1

Assign the parish priest to be in charge of managing the parish and the LC will safeguard/promote the charism in the parish
Keep emphasis to be open to all charisms
Need to have the spirit and apostolic flavor of RC in the whole "culture" of the parish and also the need for the RC lay people to be aware of all the 
parishes in the diocese not just the RC parish
The first paragraph should not be denoted as a subparagraph providing clarity to the whole number.
The parish priest should actively support RC in the parish
Translation: parish to local church
We suggest that the word "enriched by" replaces "participate" in Statute #49 section1.
Include a quote from The Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity (ex. #7) or another document re the lay vocation as in LC Constitutions quotes are 
included. 



115 38 124
116 39 126

117 39 126

118 39 126
119 40 131
120 40 131
121 40 131
122 41 146
123 41 146
124 41 146

125 42 136
126 45 104

127 46 142

128 46 142
129 46 142
130 47 171

131 47 171
132 47.b 171
133 5
134 5
135 5

136 5
137 5
138 5

139 5
140 5
141 5

142 5
143 5

144 5.2
145 6

146 6

147 6

148 6

149 6

150 8
151 8

152 8
153 8
154 8
155 8
156 8
157 8

158 8

159

160

161

n. 8 add in fostering esprit de corps (way of living communion)

5. add concept: lay members offer themselves to God through the living of the lay vocation in the Regnum Christi charism
5.1  add concept of "accept, live and 'reflect' a divine vocation"
5.1 Add the concept of living in our baptismal commitments in the fullness. i.e. Plentitude   "Live a divine vocation to live their baptismal 
commitments in plentitude in the midst of temporal realities.  
5.1 Add the words "and confirmation" - need to reflect the concept of the importance of confirmation in our charism
5.2 Add to things they bring to the Movement their apostolic life and capacity to build communion with those around them.

5.2 Bring out more fully, in richer language, the concept that lay people bring their "lived experience" in a secular world and extending Christ's 
presence in this secular world. Eg. realism in the work world, complimentarity of the sexes, perserverence in relationships, realities of family life
5.2 remove "they extend Christ's presence in the world" and add "they transform the world and bring it to the Father."
The word "secular" has a more negative connotation. Be mindful of the translation of this word into English. Use language that the members are 
more familiar with.
#6.2 mention contribution of the consecrated of fostering communion (reflective of their private promise)

n. 142  ideally elect a member from the council of each branch.  describe the backgrounds , profiles, and needs of the committee, eg people with 
business background, RC director, vocational experience
There is a strength in having at least one council member from the branches.
171.3 Be more specific. Consider adding a reference to the numbers that this refers to
171.3 Concerned about the implications and lack of consistency of the openness this number presents for section directors to apply things 
differently or inadquately
Be more specific. Consider adding a reference to the numbers that this refers to
5 Add the concept of an ardent apostolic action/life and the concept of inspiring hope in the world and in greater things to come

n. 8 add in servant leadership, need to be stated for the sake of the LC's
n. 8 expression of the mission is very week
n. 8 add in forming the new man, formator of apostles, catylist for conversion, unity to the concept of communion, protecting souls - the health of 
the family

6-8: The identity of the branches is weakly worded. Perhaps it would be better to copy the identity from the branches official statutes/constitutions
Chapter 2 - add a number that expresses the charismatic dynamism that rises when all the branches come together and the joyful harmony which 
results from this. (e.g. symphony compared to the individual instruments)

For Statutes 5-8, structure them expressing the contribution of each branch with regard to identity, spirituality, communion and mission

6-8: 6 - CRC add the concept that they bring the awareness of relationships, desire to accompany people, feminine genius which helps others to 
think with their hearts. They have a commitment to accompaniment and relationships. Help other branches to listen better. They bring a focus on 
the person. Delicate charity - pure love, love od Christ and souls made manifest. Competency.

n. 6 add joyful self-giving

n. 6 consecrated women also add their feminine genius; they are models for girls and lay women; radiate the dignity of the woman

n. 6 consecrated women need to mature the idea of building communion
6-8: 8 LCs bring spiritual fatherhood to the branches. Elegance in their vocation - formation, dignity to the person of the priest. Depth in 
understanding of the sacraments. They bring a practical objectivity to the members (esp. CRC). Spiritual availability, sacramental availability and 
gentlesness which brings the merciful face of Christ. Constant and steadfast. Purity of heart/childlike.
Add elements of LC constitution #4 to number 8 of the statutes
Legionary priests bring to the movement the mystery of Christ and the charism of their spiritual fatherhood, acting in persona Christi, living their 
specific vocation in their universal charity, ardent love for souls, untiring dedication to their mission and generous willingness to serve the Church 
and the movement wherever the will of God places them
n. 8 add being sacramentally identified with Christ
n. 8 add in fatherly love, spiritual paternity

5 remove the concept "in the midst" and add the concept "engaging and ordering" (from the note on n. 5)
5. Add ...to fight for the Kingdom.."
5. Add a third paragraph about the gifts that lay members through their single state in life, their marriages and their family life bring to the 
Movement

131. Consider that if the GD is an LC then the general vice-director should be a member from a different branch
Clarify if the Vice Director must be a Legionary because one possibiliy is that he assumes the office
Clarify what we mean by innovations. 
Address whether or not the territorial administrator of the branch can also be territorial administrator for the federation
Include clarification as to whether the TA of a branch can simultaneously hold the same position in the federation.
n. 146.3  Address whether or not the territorial administrator of the branch can also be territorial administrator for the federation
The secretary both on a general level and a territorial level needs to be distinct from the branch general secretary or territorial secretary.  Missing a 
term limit for the territorial secretary.  Entering into a new reality with priests working more directly with women and we need to exercise 
prudence.
Consider possible title change to "avoding conflict of interest for lay members serving in governing bodies"
Ideally elect a member from the council of each branch.  describe the backgrounds , profiles, and needs of the committee, eg people with business 
background, RC director, vocational experience.

124.2.6 the word "some"/"algunos" is too vague. Add some qualifiers: 1. invite lay people who are qualified for the subject matter to be discussed. 
2. Consider a certain % based on total number of participants. 3. There should be people representing different territorties.
126.4 Consider the possibility of allowing some of the 5 members elected to be taken from non-general councilors
It would be better to allow the convention to elect members to the general council who have experience in different areas to help with decision 
making.  
n. 126 - It would be better to allow the convention to elect members to the general council who have experience in different areas to help with 
decision making

P.R.C. A.G.D.
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